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For people still installing manual plugins it seems to have a specific solution to the problem of missing icons. In previous versions when using a USB key, it was a case of unzipping it and dropping the ZIP file into a given folder. In version 3 however, they put this through a series of steps to make sure that the files are
extracted properly and make sure that nothing goes amiss with the ZIP files. As well as this, they should have great success with the automatic installation of third-party plugins. Thankfully, if theres a problem theres an easy-to-use repair option in the advanced menu, although youll have to be careful that you have the
USB key plugged in before you go here. I found installing a third-party plugin to be a doddle - although perhaps not for me as I struggled just a bit to get the controls to work correctly. The usual things - show/hide option window, etc - took a little time to get used to, but the larger windows worked well and were easy to

manipulate... A big old thumbs up from me for the touch firmware. Overall, I was very impressed with this new version, which is already shaping up to be one of the best products in my Studio. And its available in the Marketplace now too. Otherwise it works great and as mentioned already it is really a very nifty feature to
be able to edit regions of a track with the digital pen. I really like the multitouch performance of everything except the editor and the scaler, which are just terrible for my right hand. I really like the interface and the sheer leap forward the SP3 makes over previous releases. I also very much like the colour scheme and

layout. However, as a download, SP3 is a bit messy, full of files that dont seem to be related. I am still struggling to find it online if youre planning on getting it and it would be lovely if there was a mirror of the SP3 that was easily downloadable. I hope that PreSonus make it easier for users of other DAWs to purchase the
SP3, but as far as I can tell, the SP3 is only for Studio One. Its a shame too that Pro Audio Mapping and Spectrasonics arent on there as users of those other products will need to pay for that separately too. I hope that the SP3 isnt a one-off, because I really do love the new features it adds.
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For a DAW that costs as much as Studio One does, one would expect only the most polished and refined workflow to be offered. The reason Studio One v3 is so popular is because its revolutionary workflow, making big improver workflow changes with the release of every new version. But while the workflow was in need of
some work, it was the underlying implementation that let it down. The SP3 is the first Studio One version since 2001 to ship with beta versions of the Uni, Or-Tools and Fractal plug-ins. New File Library browser functionality, a redesigned Loop Browser and an updated Project Browser make for a slick and intuitive workflow,

although there is a bug that keeps your Alt-F4 close button in a state of perpetual anticipation. The "futuristically styled" get hot control panel is great to use. PreSonus sells both studio monitors and a range of headphones that if wellmatched can do wonders to the sound of your mixes. There are also useful Nuendo
integration features in PreSonus Studio One 3 Studio One is now in its third decade of service and there are few DAWs around that have been as popular as it has been. In recent years PreSonus have pruned away any bugs and now they have given the interface, workflow and functionality an upgrade to make it even more

useful than ever. PreSonus Studio One 3 is a solid choice for modern recording, mixing and mastering. Theres enough features and new functionality to keep the experienced user happy, but its still not a heavyweight DAW. You wont be disappointed if you love the workflow and dont mind the odd sniggle. 5ec8ef588b
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